Zwift Bulletin No 10
Apple TV (What a faff!)
I spent a long time
researching and
considering whether to
buy an Apple TV box.
This is a small device
which uses either wifi or
ethernet connection. A
HDMI cable then
connects the box to a
television with a HDMI
socket (obviously).
All the research implied it
was easy to set up and
the YouTube videos
showed it being set up
with an iPhone.
I didn't come across any
info. on setting up
without an iPhone!
The Apple TV box turns on and is fine for
watching internet tv.
However, you need an iTunes account to
access Zwift, which is in the App Store.
iTunes is installed by default on an iPhone
and you can download the installation file if
you have a Windows machine. If, like me,
you only run Android or Linux you are stuck!
Fortunately our elder daughter has three (!)
iPhones so I was able to borrow the oldest
one, which she factory reset. It was a faff but
I got there in the end. I ended up buying it
from her on the basis I would need it again
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at some point.
As an aside I quite like it,
despite being an old
iPhone 5 SE. Despite its
age and being on its
second replacement
battery, it runs the latest
version of the operating
system.
So, after a couple of
weeks use, was it worth
£180 for the Apple TV
32gb 4K version?
Initially I had doubts, but
reading the tv screen is
so much easier than
looking at a phone,
which is what I have
been using recently. A
slight downside is that it is quite immersive in
that I have to stop myself leaning into
corners when going downhill at 80kph! I now
cope with this by closing my eyes at the
critical moment.
The Siri remote has attracted a lot of
criticism but I quite like it. Most actions are
easier to complete than trying to tap a phone
screen but there is one action that takes
much longer and that is changing your frame
or wheels midride. With the phone it took
approx. 15 seconds; with Siri it takes at least
45 seconds!

Badge Hunting  100kph

I eventually achieved the 100kph badge on
the fifth or sixth attempt on the steepest
ramp in Watopia, which is on the "bonus"
climb to the Radio Tower.
I was only able to do this by stopping at the
top of the climb to swap to a deep rim
wheelset. I kept the climbing frame as I had
available a 15 second aero powerup. I had
to go flat out actioning the powerup to
coincide with the steepest 17% section.
(On each occasion that you pass a banner
on a road bike, there is a chance you will be
awarded a powerup. Currently there are
three:  aero and featherweight, which each
last for 15 seconds and a draft which lasts
for 30 seconds. (The draft is only useful if
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you are in a large group.)
Subsequent attempts at the 100kph: 
88kph with climbing wheels and no aero
powerup.
98kph with climbing wheels AND aero
powerup.
Conclusion:  the aero powerup gave me
10kph and the deeprimmed wheelset 2kph.
The screenshot shows the steepest part of
the bonus climb on the way up to the Radio
Tower. I tried to take a screenshot on the
way down but the dashboard never showed
17% as it was all over too quickly to capture.

Watopia Jungle Circuit

Several routes in Watopia involve the
Jungle, where it is faster to use a MTB rather
than a road bike.
I was on a ride recently and had spent a fair
amount of time with another rider of similar
ability, who changed to his MTB when we
entered the Jungle.
I remained with my road bike, as it takes me
45 seconds to switch using Apple TV. By the
time we exited the Jungle and he had
switched back to his road bike, he was about
40 seconds ahead. He said it takes him 20
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seconds to stop, switch and get up to speed
(using a PC).
As I rode through the Jungle I matched his
power, which was in the range 2.5 to 3.0
watts per kg. The gravel circuit at that power
takes between 23 and 25 minutes, so I
concluded the total saving of a Jungle circuit
by switching bikes is about 80 seconds, less
the time it takes to switch bikes (twice).
For the observant amongst you who notice
my power shows 2.2, the screenshot was
taken on a later ride.

April 2021 Game Update

The April 2021 Game Update now gives the
option to hide the data display, as the above
image shows riding through Titans Grove.

This option increases the attractiveness of
Zwift as a cycle simulator whilst retaining the
training/workout/racing aspects.

So now there is no need to be concerned
about your numbers, or anyone else come
to that.

Providing you run the Companion app you
are still able to give RideOns and
communicate with other riders by voice/text.

Ken Miller
26 April 2021
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